Abstract-We report the results of interviewing thirty professional data analysts working in a range of industrial, academic, and regulatory environments. This study focuses on participants' descriptions of exploratory activities and tool usage in these activities.
INTRODUCTION
The professional field known variously as data analysis, visual analytics, business intelligence, and more recently, data science, continues to expand year over year. This interdisciplinary field requires its practitioners to acquire diverse technical and mental skills, and be comfortable working with ill-defined goals and uncertain outcomes. It is a challenge for software systems to meet the needs of these analysts, especially when engaged in the exploratory stages of their work.
Simultaneous with increasing interest in this field has been interest in the role of exploration within the process of analysis. John Tukey famously described exploratory data analysis (EDA) -"looking at data to see what it seems to say" -in his 1977 book on the subject [23] .
To better understand the less structured, more exploratory aspects of data analysis, we conducted and coded interviews with thirty experienced professionals in the field. These participants worked for consulting firms (11/30), large enterprises (8/30), technology startups (6/30), academia (3/30), and regulatory bodies (2/30) and averaged 12.8 years of experience. Our goals were to understand typical exploration scenarios, the most challenging parts of exploration, and how software tools serve or underperform for users today. Among our findings were an augmentation of the stages of data analysis proposed by Kandel et al. [7] , and shown in Figure 1 . We augment this model by identifying exploratory activity throughout the analysis process (italicized) and propose an additional phase, EXPLORE (bolded), to capture core EDA activities that do not fit cleanly into the other phases.
Although supporting exploratory analysis has been named as the motivation for design work in the literature (e.g., [11, 16, 17, 25] ), to the best of our knowledge, this interview study is the first to report data in which users explicitly describe exploratory analysis work.
For the purposes of this study, we consider exploration to be openended information analysis, which does not require a precisely stated goal (although some EDA practice begins with preliminary, motivated hypotheses). Exploration is opportunistic; actions are driven in reaction to the data, in a bottom-up fashion, often guided by high-level concerns and motivated by knowledge of the domain or problem space. In this characterization, activity ceases to be exploratory when it becomes clear, from the formulation of the goal, what needs to be done to attain a given result; that is, when a top-down plan of action coalesces and can be specified in advance from start to finish, precisely. Example exploratory questions are "what's going on with my users?" or "has anything interesting happened this quarter?" We acknowledge that by this definition, analysis activity exists along a spectrum from exploratory to directed. Although participants discussed a wide-range of activities, we focus on the exploratory aspects in this paper as these are novel compared to what has been reported previously in the literature. Our methodology and the exploratory analysis spectrum is discussed further in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Section 2 describes related work in interviewing data analysts. Sections 4-7 describe the findings, with Section 4 shedding light on how practitioners conduct the exploration process, Section 5 describing challenges to analysis, Section 6 describing current tool usage, and Section 7 describing participants' desires for improvements to software tools. Section 8 discusses the implications of these findings, especially for the design of new tools, and Section 9 draws conclusions.
RELATED WORK
Several recent interview studies have shed light on how analysts do their work. Closest to this study is the study of Kandel et al. [7] , who in 2012 interviewed enterprise analysts in the context of their larger organization. By contrast, our interview population includes more independent consultants and analysts working at smaller startup companies, and as well as a few analysts in academia and regulatory institutions (see Table 1 ). Furthermore, Kandel et al's focus was on the overall analysis process and the organizational context, while we are primarily concerned with the exploratory aspects. Kandel et al. organize the data analysis process into five major phases, discussed in more detail below.
Kandogan et al. [8] interviewed 34 business analysts at one major corporation, finding that friction between data, people, and tools was a major impediment to efficient data analysis. They classified analysis as either routine, ad hoc, or self-service, without a focus on exploratory work. In contrast to our study, very few used visualizations and most used Excel. Similarly, Russell [20] presented a case study showing that an advanced visualization was adopted within an organization only after it was repeatedly redesigned and improved, and tightly integrated into the software environment workflow of the intended users.
Recently, Kim et al. [12] interviewed 16 participants in a large organization (Microsoft) and identified five roles that data scientists play within software development teams: Insight Providers, who work with engineers to collect the data needed to inform decisions that managers make; Modeling Specialists, who use their machine learning expertise to build predictive models; Platform Builders, who create data platforms, balancing both engineering and data analysis concerns; Polymaths, who do all data science activities themselves; and Team The capitalized words correspond to the phase of analysis with boldface indicating new terms augmenting those phases beyond those of Kandel et al [7] . Italics introduce types of exploratory activity within those phases.
Leaders, who run teams of data scientists and spread best practices. Our interview study included people of each classification. Fisher et al. [3] also interviewed 16 data analysts within Microsoft who were working with large datasets; their focus was on the special considerations that accompany analysis work on cloud architectures.
Information-intensive tasks such as intelligence analysis, scientific research, and legal discovery are often referred to in the literature as sensemaking [19] . After interviewing intelligence analysts about how they do their work, Pirolli and Card [18] described the process as an information foraging loop consisting of seeking, filtering, reading, and extracting information, and a sensemaking loop consisting of iterative development of a mental model that best fits the information seen to what was known before. Sensemaking is a larger process that often encompasses what we are calling exploratory analysis. Thus several studies of the sensemaking practices of intelligence analysts are related to this work [1, 15, 26] .
For example, Kang and Stasko [7] performed a longitudinal field study of intelligence analysts in training, and, aligned with this study, found that the process is akin to basic research and is exploratory by nature. Analysts also wished for better tool integration and data provenance tracking. In contrast to our findings, the intelligence analysts collaborated with others intensively, used many different analysis tools for any given problem, and wanted automated tools to suggest connections and automated document and linking suggestions.
O'Day and Jeffries [14] studied the analysis stage of the sensemaking process of 15 business analysts, classifying 80% of this into six main types: finding trends, making comparisons, aggregation, identifying a critical subset, assessing, and interpreting. The remainder consisted of cross-referencing, summarizing, and finding evocative visualizations.
Creators of innovative visualization tools have long described the use of their tools in case studies. For instance, Inselberg vividly describes how to use Parallel Coordinates as a kind of visual detective [6] , and Tweedie and Spence show how discoveries can be made with the Attribute Explorer [24] . Our interview study taps into the current state of practice with real people in the field to inform future development.
METHODOLOGY

Participant Recruitment
We solicited interview participants by sending recruiting emails to our professional contacts and mailing lists. The recruitment letter solicited "professionals who analyze data as a major part of their daily job to interview about their approach to EDA (spelling out "EDA" as "exploratory data analysis" on first use), including topics such as workflow, tools used, type of data analyzed, and techniques employed." In its "additional background" portion, the letter explained: "EDA is an approach to analyzing data, usually undertaken at the beginning of an analysis, to familiarize oneself with a dataset. Typical goals are to suggest hypotheses, assess assumptions, and support selection of further tools, techniques, and datasets. Despite being a necessary part of any analysis, it remains a nebulous art, that is defined by an attitude and a collection of techniques, rather than a systematic methodology." Participants were compensated $25/hour in gift certificates for their work and interviews lasted on average for 90 minutes.
Potential participants were screened via a background survey to ensure they had at least four years of analysis experience (including graduate school work); from these, 34 participants were interviewed; four were omitted from further analysis because they were found not to do exploratory analysis as part of their work. The final set of 30 is shown in Table 1 . The table highlights two separate groups -the first (18/30), in white, are those who programmed as their primary means of exploring data. Those highlighted in grey (12/30) primarily used visual analytics tools with direct manipulation interfaces or a mix of the two modes.
Interviews
One author conducted the interviews in the fall of 2015. Wherever possible, we interviewed participants in-person at a location of their choosing, but in some cases we conducted interviews remotely via video-conferencing software. We recorded and transcribed each interview for later coding. Most interviews were one-on-one sessions ranging from approximately one to four hours in length, with an average of 1 hour 40 minutes; however, we interviewed p14-p17 in a group of four and p28-p33 in a group of six. All interviews were completed prior to coding.
The interviews were semi-structured, each consisting of open-ended questions about the participant's occupation, data, tools and techniques, workflow, and their opinions on potential future software automation for data exploration. In each interview, we sought to first establish contextual information about the analyst's role in his or her company or research group, and the types of analyses they perform. We let conversation flow naturally rather than follow a script, but made sure that all of our questions were addressed at some point during the interview, with the exception of three interviews that were time-constrained (p25-27). Guided by the list of questions, we sought to learn the following:
• What are typical data exploration scenarios? ( §4) Table 1 . Demographics and other information about interviewees. For the final group interview (p28-33), the transcription service did not distinguish speakers, but they tended to be in agreement on most topics as they worked together for the same consulting firm; thus, we attribute them as a group. The number of years of experience for this group given is the median, which is very close to the average of 9.75. For other measures for this group, the most common value is shown. "Tool Type" indicates main software interface type: programming, direct manipulation, or a mix of the two. Participants falling into the latter two groups ("dm" and "mix") are highlighted in grey; these are visual analytics tool users. "Main Software Tools" are those they used primarily. "EXP" refers to if the participant mentioned a case of trying to "find something interesting" in the data,"ANTI" indicates expressing a view explicitly opposed to this practice, and "EX/AN" means both were mentioned.
• Tools used (e.g., Jupyter, Tableau), and subcodes (e.g., pro, con)
• Desired tools and features
• Homegrown automation (e.g., self-created scripts and tools) For coding, a participant utterance was defined as one turn taken in conversation, for a total of 8683 utterances. Each utterance was coded as a whole, and each utterance could be assigned more than one code.
Coding took place over a period of approximately five months. Three passes were taken over each transcript. Pass 1: two coders independently applied codes to each utterance in the transcript. Pass 2a: one coder reviewed the codes given by her partner to each utterance, and updated her codes with any she felt they had missed or that upon reflection, she agreed with. Pass 2b: the other coder did the same with the first coder's updated codes. This resolved some coding differences that resulted not from a fundamental disagreement but were merely oversights. Pass 3: any remaining difference in codes represents true differences of opinion, so in pass 3, the third coder made a tie-breaking pass. Due to the level of care in developing of the code book and coding method, the average agreement between coders prior to the tie-breaking pass was .91 as measured by Cohen's kappa [13] .
In the following sections, we discuss our findings. Throughout the text, the numbers in parentheses describe how many participants explicitly supported the point in question; if a participant is not counted it does not necessarily mean they do not agree, but just that they did not mention it explicitly.
THE ROLE OF EXPLORATION IN ANALYSIS
In this section we describe different types of exploratory activity analysts reported. We show how this activity fits within the overall analysis process by augmenting the analysis pipeline identified by Kandel et al [7] . First, we elaborate upon the distinction we made, in this study, between exploratory analysis and directed analysis.
Exploratory versus Directed Analysis
In the introduction, we set up a contrast between exploratory work and more directed analysis. Though we attempt to draw a boundary to distinguish exploration from other activity, in reality all analysis exists on a spectrum from open-ended, high-level, and opportunistic to goal-driven, low-level, and precise. Moreover, these activities are interleaved and analysts transition frequently from activity at one end of the spectrum to the other and back again throughout their workflow. Nonetheless, since our focus in this investigation is exploration, we attempt to make the distinction within the discussion here and illustrate the difference with some quotes from participants.
In We include this quote because it has been debated, including by several of our participants, whether analysts actually practice this kind of exploratory, undirected type of analysis, rather than being guided by a clear goal; this quote is one example in favor of the former viewpoint.
Conversely, non-exploratory analysis includes activity like answering a specific question about the value of a certain metric, converting a dataset from one format to another, or training a model to predict a particular outcome. Here an example question might be "how many users have not logged in within the past month?" or "what ad is this user most likely to click on?" An example of directed (non-exploratory) analysis is:
The project I'm doing, I have a very specific question. . . how does this area connect to this area during this type of thinking? That way I kind of know what I'm going to do, I'm going to look at this, I'm going to look at the connectivity, I'm going to look at how that connectivity changes during different types of thinking, and I'm going to look at how that differs between people. -p01
As discussed above, there is not a clear boundary between exploratory and non-exploratory analysis. An example of the gray area in between is:
Primarily at its root I do video and voltage versus time, basically. And then correlations and all that sort of stuff to try to extract a meaningful result from those. -p00
In these cases, we relied on human judgment and the coding process described in Section 3.3; this example we coded as both non-exploratory ("video and voltage versus time" is specific) and exploratory ("try to extract a meaningful result" is vague and open-ended).
Frequency of Exploration Activities
The four core types of exploratory activity in the EXPLORE phase (see Figure 1 ), in order of the number of participants who described it, are: (1) looking for something interesting, (2) checking understanding, (3) generating new questions, and (4) demonstrating a new tool. We discuss each in turn.
Almost half of participants (12/30) described trying to uncover interesting or surprising results. This is sometimes an explicit goal, often guided by an interest in a range of topics ("implied area of curiosity" -p26) or by a very high-level and open-ended question. One participant describes it in the following way:
If I work with a client, sometimes they know exactly what they want, and then, for me, it's a question of deciding if that's the right thing for them and if I can sort of guide them in a direction that I think might be more effective for what they're looking for. Sometimes they just have a data set and they want to know what does it tell, what are the interesting stories in it. I tend to, even in that first case, I would tend to explore the data and look for those interesting stories just because I'm curious. -p15
Though the above quote is from a consultant, this activity is also engaged in by some academics. The following participant describes the importance of finding surprising results in his field.
Even if you take a lot of data and you make a coherent [story], and then you show something people already thought was the case, that's hard to publish. -p08
The next most commonly described activity (9/30) was comparing the data with the current understanding of an underlying phenomenon, in a highly open-ended fashion. This can include troubleshooting, or investigating the source of an issue. One participant confirmed that his exploration includes creating different plots of the data and trying to see if he can explain everything he is visualizing to determine what he needs to investigate further:
What you are looking for. . . when you say, "Look, Tableau, just show me these seven fields, just show me a chart that lets me understand." If you look at it, most of the time, you are going to go, "Yeah, that is what I figured. The more I sell, the higher my profit is and my bigger customers are driving the majority of the profit." What you are looking for is those outliers. . . Is there fraud involved? -p13
In the next category, some participants (5/30) described coming up with new analysis questions or hypotheses by looking through the data in a free-form fashion and letting ideas spontaneously arise e.g., brainstorming.
There's learnings that I'm having in the data that are leading more questions but aren't necessarily germane to the task at hand. Or I see this data element, that I was in a meeting with somebody last week, and like, oh yeah, we want to find that out at some point. So there's just kind of tagging it for later. -p15
Lastly, some participants (5/30) described engaging in exploration to test or demonstrate a new analysis methodology or tool, specifically to show what insights it can reveal. This is related to the above case, in that often participants are looking for something interesting to showcase the methodology or tool they developed.
If [the potential customer is] not sure if [our tool] is going to be useful for them, or they're not quite sure how to make use of it, they have access to it but they're like, "I don't really know what to do," there's a team. . . who will use [our tool] to generate and annotate a visualization. . . They'll do some analysis and come up with some interesting findings, they'll be like, "Hey, we found this vulnerability that just came out in tools that you use. This is the kind of thing that you could discover using [our tool]." -p10
Opposition to Exploratory Analysis
Several participants (4/30) cited reasons that they do not or try not to explore data. These include: desire to avoid common exploratory analysis pitfalls like finding spurious correlations, working in environments in which data collection is costly enough that analyses must be planned in advance rather than ad hoc, and concern about wasting time due to not being guaranteed to find interesting things.
Two mentioned their desire to avoid "fishing expeditions", multiple comparisons, and spurious correlations. Some believe that it is better to come up with questions that are more precise and measurable.
I'm so terrified of it that I make sure that like I early on steer the objective of the, I steer the objective towards making a much more comfortable prediction problem. Like I'm kind of forthright about like, you know if you want me to go hunting, I'm going to come back with something. If you want I can do that thing where I just like lay sufficiently many n-squared things correlate them with each other until I find a perfect correlation for you kind of thing. I can draw whatever picture that you want me to draw. -p22
Three analysts (p01, p02, p27) disputed that it made sense to ever play with the data without being driven by a specific question because in their fields, datasets can be expensive and difficult to collect, so it only makes sense to do so after carefully defining an analysis plan, rather than engaging in ad hoc exploration.
Because it takes a lot of work to pull a data set together. No one just hands it to you. -p02
In these cases, it also makes sense to invest in shared pre-processing pipelines, as noted by p01. However p27 later admitted that clients often came to him without specific questions, so he did engage in ad hoc exploration in practice despite his reservations.
Three analysts were not interested in exploring data to find surprising results because of the risk of not finding anything interesting. Relatedly, one participant mentioned that some people want to avoid exploration because they think of it as pure overhead that they should minimize, because the value of exploration can't be easily quantified:
You're not making incremental progress to a goal because, as we've discussed, the goal may be undefined or just extremely loosely defined. -p26
Exploratory Activity in Other Workflow Phases
After putting all of the activities we labeled as exploration into activity subgroups, we found that many activities that participants considered exploratory could be considered part of other phases of analysis; these are shown in their corresponding phases in italics in Figure 1 .
The majority of participants (21/30) described exploring to try to understand the semantics of the data and what it represents, as well as the data generation logic. We classify this activity as part of the DISCOVER phase.
The majority of participants (19/30) mentioned exploring to identify how to ingest the data and restructure it, which data to pull from a separate system if necessary, and how to integrate the different data sources. This is the beginning of the WRANGLE phase. Since this is well-described in the literature we do not belabor it here.
The same number of participants (19/30) described as exploration the act of characterizing data distributions, trends, correlations, etc., usually using standard charts. This is sometimes called descriptive analysis or profiling, so we placed it in the PROFILE phase. Since this is also covered in the literature, we omit further description.
Most participants (25/30) considered exploration to include the act of examining data correctness and concurrence with assumptions. This is sometimes called data cleaning, but following Kandel et al., we place it also in the PROFILE phase.
One activity participants (16/30) described that often seemed borderline between exploratory and non-exploratory analysis is planning their analysis approach. Planning includes figuring out how to accomplish a high-level goal by understanding the customer, scoping the problem in the context of the data, and then deciding upon the analysis plan to pursue. This also includes
This activity is part of the MODEL phase.
The final category of exploratory activity that a few participants (3/30) described was crafting a story. This involves exploring different approaches to identify the best way to present the data for downstream consumers and relate the data to what they care about, or to operationalize the analysis (e.g., build a proof-of-concept). This is part of the REPORT phase.
CHALLENGES
The previous section defined exploratory analysis in the eyes of the study participants; this section relates the aspects of exploratory analysis that they find challenging.
Challenges in the EXPLORE Phase
The most common complaint (9/30) was that exploratory analysis is too time-consuming and hands-on, consisting of largely overhead. Many analysts thought that data profiling in particular should be more automatic.
As mentioned in Section 4.3, several analysts (6/30) mentioned that sometimes an exploratory analysis yields nothing of value or nothing interesting, but it is necessary to present it anyway; the challenge is how to do this. One Tableau expert explained: I think often times there is no interest or value but they still need a dashboard because they need something to turn into an executive. Then you just make it as pretty as you possibly can. Put a bunch of lipstick on it. -p14 Next analysts (4/30) said a common challenge is analyzing data for customers or clients who do not know what they want to ask about the data, or who have vaguely defined interests, since there is nothing to constrain or guide the potential space of exploratory work.
This still happens with surprising regularity, we get clients who are just like can you tell me what's interesting in this data and how I can make a bazillion dollars in it because I've read this article in Forbes and it says that there's gold in these there hills, and all I need to do is take my data and exhaust it, I can turn it into money. -p26
Lastly, some analysts (3/30) were concerned about their exploration process resulting in a biased outcome if they always focused on the same things or started in the same way, especially when the data set is very large and can't all be examined. Here the challenge is developing a strategy to ensure good coverage, while avoiding the problems mentioned in Section 4.3.
Challenges in Other Workflow Phases
Over half of the analysts (18/30) said one of their biggest challenges was lack of documentation, metadata, and provenance. Many complained that understanding the data often required trying to talk to people knowledgeable about the data in person, but that often these people were difficult or impossible to access. Similarly, many analysts (18/30) described one of their main challenges as being figuring out what structure the data is in. Analysts specifically cited challenges with unstructured data, highly nested data structures, legacy data structures not adapted to modern conventions, data integration, and entity resolution. Unlike Kandel et al., many analysts we talked with lacked support from a data warehousing or IT team. A common theme (18/30) was the challenge of dealing with different "versions" of the data, stemming from changes, either planned or accidental, in the data generation and collection process. The majority of the time, those generating or collecting the data do not notify analysts of such changes in advance.
Analysts (18/30) mentioned data quantity as one challenge; specifically the difficulty of manually examining large numbers of columns, tables, or data sources, in order to figure out what they all mean. Another challenge was waiting for the analysis environment to execute even simple operations over large datasets, resulting in context-switching costs when execution completes. Some analysts worked in environments where even reasonable-sized slices of the data (e.g., by user) are too big to fit on a single laptop, making it difficult to profile the data; this makes thoughtfully subsampling the data a challenge. Lastly, several analysts (4/30) mentioned the challenge of visualizing large datasets, because even when it is computationally fast to do so, the resulting visualization can be too cluttered to make sense of.
A common complaint (18/30) was the difficulty of tracking the exploration process, including documenting the purpose of various pieces of code or other artifacts, and the provenance of results. Analysts faced this difficulty both from the perspective of capturing, versioning, and documenting their own work, and from the perspective as consumers of others' work, or their own work from a past time. Many analysts described struggles with trying to understand what they had done in the past when looking at their old scripts or figuring out what another analyst had done when taking over someone else's project. In many cases, even finding the relevant work is a big challenge.
I have many dashboards like this for the different things I've launched and it constantly happens that I forget about dashboards that I've made or I forget which ones are like the correct ones, or are supposed to be interesting. -p21
Another commonly mentioned challenge (17/30) was coping with poor quality or "dirty" data. It is particularly challenging for analysts such as consultants to diagnose such problems when the data comes from a domain that they are not experts in.
Though it was not a focus of our interviews, most analysts seemed to work mostly independently. Nonetheless, several analysts (12/30) described challenges in collaboration and coordination or lack thereof. Some mentioned the problem of different analysts coming to wildly different conclusions from the same data when given an open-ended question, due causes such as defining metrics based on the low-level data in different ways.
Analysts (10/30) had a variety of difficulties around visualization, such as lack of interactivity, difficulty in working with certain types of data such as dates in financial settings or 3D data, the challenge of choosing the right chart type, and the time-consuming nature of formatting plots especially because of bad defaults.
Analysts (8/30), who primarily worked on prediction problems, described several machine learning-specific challenges, namely around ensuring that model features meet certain requirements, such as not occurring later than the event they wish to predict (i.e., data leakage), or not having too many categories when their chosen algorithm does not work well in such situations.
PROS AND CONS OF EXISTING TOOLS
We summarize the software analysis tools that participants discussed. Although our focus is exploration, discussions of software's strengths and weaknesses tended to encompass all aspects of the analysis process. The first section discusses how participants use visualization and interaction in general; this is not specific to any subset of tools but spans all of them. Where relevant, we note how many participants for a given topic came from each population of participants (visual analytics users versus programmers) highlighted in Table 1 .
Some pros for tools in general include: being open-source, being well-supported by the participant's organization, and having staying power in the marketplace (i.e., being not likely to be made obsolete soon). Reasons participants (10/30) preferred open-source software include transparency (being able to read the source code to understand why something is happening, and change it if needed), security (having complete control over the code and how it is installed), and legal considerations (open-source licences help companies avoid infringing contract agreements and intellectual property laws).
Visualization
Almost all of the participants (28/30) used visualization to explore data; the exceptions were p05 who explicitly said she did not, and p03 said he only uses histograms a little bit for exploration and mostly uses visualization for presenting data to end consumers. 1 Both p03 and p05 are predominantly programmers rather than visual analytics users.
The types of visualizations mentioned were basic charts like timeseries, bar charts, and scatter plots, with some additional visualization types mentioned by participants with special kinds of data requiring domain specific tools, such as fMRI data (p01). Four of the participants who are Tableau experts described using more advanced visualization types, like Sankey diagrams.
Nine participants explicitly said they use interactive visualizations as opposed to static visualizations and seven explicitly said they do not. Of those who explicitly said they do, five are primarily direct manipulation users as shown in Table 1 , while one was primarily a programmer (p11), and the other three were a mix (p06, p07, p12). Of those who said they do not use interactive visualizations, five were primarily programmers and used tools that do not enable visualization, while the other two used visual analytics tools that combine direct manipulation and textual input methods. Three acknowledged lack of support explicitly as the reason they do not use interaction (p00, p08, p09). One participant described making up for lack of interaction by frequently re-plotting instead; for him, interaction was not a major necessity and he would rather use his current toolset than move to one that enabled better interactivity. One said interactive visualization was the primary feature missing from his toolset:
I really like interacting graphics, so I wish RStudio had more interacting stuff. It's coming, RStudio are doing some interesting things. . . Painting, brushing, so if you have multiple class display you see some points on here. You brush those, they turn color. . . -p09 Interestingly, this same participant said he did use Tableau to create interactive dashboards for executives, but he preferred R for his exploration and analysis work. The six data science consultants interviewed as a group had a long discussion about their desire for better interactivity in Jupyter notebooks; whether or not they use interaction currently was unclear. Only one participant (p21) who said they didn't use interactive visualization frequently used a tool that provides that capability.
Programming Languages and Command Line
Nearly all of the participants (28/30) use programming languages or command line tools to some extent, though for 18 it is their dominant tool set, while four use them infrequently (see Table 1 ). The two remaining participants, visual analytics users (p12, p13), used scripting tools in the past but, no longer do. Participants cited using command line tools and scripting languages, like Bash and Perl, as glue code, as both a benefit and a drawback: they are useful for pipelining other tools, but such pipelines can be hard to keep organized and well-documented, making them susceptible to hard-to-diagnose errors and difficult to 1 We were not able to ask p26 about visualization due to time constraints. maintain, modify, or share with others. The standard tradeoffs between programming languages were mentioned (e.g., typed vs non-typed enforcement languages, for example, when comparing Python to Scala).
Homegrown Automation
Many participants (19/30) described tools they had created for themselves to perform repetitive tasks; we call this "homegrown automation". This includes scripts or wrappers for commonly needed functionality, especially for visualization, but also for tasks in the WRANGLE and PROFILE phases: One participant had written their own visualization library. A few participants (3/30) wrote code to profile all of the columns of a dataset (e.g., create various graphs of each column), which they would then look through individually; one participant was wary of doing this as he thought it was better to be more selective at what he looks. Two participants described automating the parameter space search in their analysis (e.g., choice of regularization parameter in a machine learning model). A few (3/30) described trying to script their entire analysis pipeline, in part as a form of documentation of how the pipeline should be executed, and to prevent problems in the future in trying to remember how to rerun their work. Two participants wrote code to help the less technical people in the organization do their analysis and generate reports. Those who were primarily Tableau users did not have many such tools to automate common or repetitive tasks, citing the lack of support of macros or templates as one reason, but also leaving the impression of not really needing them. One participant mentioned macros in Alteryx, another graphical tool often used with Tableau. Several participants (6/30) mentioned a barrier to homegrown automation: the difficulty of generalizing any given solution enough so that it can be used in other situations or by other people. Many participants (12/30) explicitly described a strategy we call "copy-paste reuse": I ended up having the same exact Python script with like very minor variations. But instead of having it with beautiful git commit history or anything like that, I just replicated the file approximately like 25 times with just timestamps embedded in the file name so that I would know when I'd made it because I was able to match that to what I was doing. -p21
Other barriers to automation include: things that require a lot of human judgment even when they are tedious or repetitive (1/30), and not wanting to introduce a bias into analysis by always approaching data in the same way (1/30). A couple participants (2/30) described some minor regrets at taking the time to write code to automate something only to find later that there already exists a tool that already serves that purpose that they could have used instead.
Database-Related Tools and Spreadsheets
The second most-used type of tools were databases and related tools, used by at least 18 participants. There were some complaints about SQL, including the difficulty of writing complex queries (9/30) and the difficulty of dealing with different versions of SQL (1/30). A couple participants expressed finding it straightforward to use and appreciated that SQL queries are transparent and modular in certain cases compared to direct manipulation tools. Many participants complained about poorly documented databases and the difficulty of taking stock of all the available datasets within an organization (see Section 5) . Some were aware of tools that try to address these problems (like DbVisualizer and Alation). Most participants seemed to interact with databases directly through SQL on the command line, with the clear exception of p12, who used the Pentaho suite of tools extensively.
Many participants (18/30) mentioned using spreadsheets, primarily on an occasional basis for quick, straightforward visualizations of small tabular datasets, to make small edits to datasets, or to exchange datasets. One drawback of storing data in spreadsheets, which some participants mentioned, is that there is no means to enforce restrictions on the structure of tables in spreadsheets, and they shouldn't be used as a replacement for a database.
Visual Data Analytics and BI Tools
Almost half of participants (14/30) reported using visual analytics tools, with twelve using them as their primary analysis tool, and three others mentioning them in their interview. This category includes Tableau, SAS, Splunk, Stata, Alteryx, Periscope, and others. As with programming languages, these tools target different use cases. But compared to programming languages, their interfaces and supported use cases can vary more from one to another, and their supported use cases are often more narrow.
Participants appreciated the speed and ease of visualization creation in these tools. Some felt that direct manipulation is superior for exploratory work. A few participants commented that these tools (and spreadsheets) are good for people who are unable to program. One participant put it this way -in this case in reference to Trifacta, though the sentiment is similar to those expressed by others about other direct manipulation tools:
Is it useful? I think the tool is super useful. Is it useful for me? Not necessarily. I do like to have my entire script, or multiple scripts, to describe my whole process from end to end, I don't want to automate stuff in between; I want to have my own code. So for me it may not be as useful, but for some businesses or someone who doesn't code much or doesn't like to code, I think that could be really useful. -p27 Additional drawbacks named include: when tools are a black box and do not reveal clearly how they are manipulating the data, when they do not support easy data or work export, and when they become slow and bloated due to adding too much functionality. One participant expressed the opinion that being unable to program was a handicap for analysis, and another that the users of such tools were, in his experience, not intelligent.
The participants who use visual analytics tools are a subset of those who use visualization to explore data (i.e., everyone who reported using visual analytics tools confirmed using visualization for exploration). Two (p06, p21) who use visual analytics tools as their primary tool for exploring data said they do not use interactive visualization for exploration because they don't need it. One participant (p09) who reports using a visual analytic tool, but not using interactive visualizations, uses Tableau only for presentation, and R primarily for exploration.
Notebooks and Markup
Just under half of the participants (13/30) mentioned using Jupyter notebook or similar approaches like R Markdown in RStudio. All but one of these 13 participants (p07) used programming as their primary analysis tool. One benefit mentioned is notebooks make it easier to document the analysis process, which was a challenge discussed in Section 5. A drawback for some participants is the lack of support (at the time of the interview) for multi-user deployments. Other criticisms of notebooks included that it is hard to create rich interactive visualizations in them, they cause scripts to execute more slowly, they are bad for engineering analysis pipelines, and they are hard to extend.
Miscellaneous
Seven participants mentioned the data cleaning and wrangling tool Trifacta in favorable terms, but only one said they actually used it. Three participants use cluster computing frameworks for doing analysis of large data sets. Two participants described exploring using tools for capturing and analyzing web events. One participant described using a data catalogue tool, such as DbVisualizer or Alation, while seven more mentioned encountering them in the past; such tools could help with the data discovery challenge described in Section 5.
DESIRED DATA EXPLORATION TOOLS AND FEATURES
In this section, we describe participants' ideas for hypothetical tools and features that they would like to have, that are missing from their current tool sets.
A Desire for Tool Integration
Many participants (12/30) expressed dissatisfaction with the fragmented analysis tool space. Participants want to have better integrated tools in a consolidated work environment, or to have one tool that does everything they need, so they don't have to be "swivel chairing across twenty different tools" (p28), since switching tools burdens one's focus. (Intelligence analysts reported a similar issue to Kang and Stasko [10] .) Thus, to improve adoption, new tools should integrate well with existing workflows and toolsets, with one participant calling for increased partnerships and integrations across companies to improve compatibility. Relatedly, consultants need to be able to work in client environments; therefore, lightweight and/or open-source tools would lead to better adoption in these situations. One participant specifically called out the need to be able to call APIs from within their applications rather than having to write data out to the command line to input into external tools. The downside, pointed out by p13 and p28, however in making a tool extensible, is causing it to become bloated, making it slower and more difficult to use.
Some participants (5/30) described using a certain product only because there was good support for it in their organization. The fact that this overrode many other serious issues the participants had with it suggests that one desirable product feature is having it be strongly supported by the user's organization, and anything that product designers can do to enable better support tools will help with that [20] .
Trade-offs Between Direct Manipulation and Coding
Frequently mentioned (8/30) was the trade-off between the increased control and expressiveness of programming languages, like R and Python, versus the efficiency and ease-of-use of direct manipulation tools, like Tableau. This is a well-known and long-standing usability issue for technical users [21] . For instance, Takayama and Kandogan [22] conducted a survey of system administrators that found most considered command language interfaces to be more reliable, robust, accurate, trustworthy, and faster when compared to GUIs, although they were split about which kind of tool was easier to use. In these cases it may make sense to switch tools, but switching also imposes a burden, as discussed in Section 5. Thus, participants tend to prefer a direct manipulation tool only when they know how to do the majority of their work in it.
As a compromise between these trade-offs, several participants expressed the desire to be able "open the hood" of direct manipulation tools so they can write the code themselves if needed. Interestingly, both participants who were primarily programmers and participants who were primarily visual analytics users suggested ideas similar to this, though from different starting points. Participants p28-p33 suggested a combined code editor and GUI, such as a Jupyter notebook where every cell also has a Tableau-like GUI for working with visualizations. The hope for such a tool would be to combine the flexibility and expressiveness of programming languages for transforming data, with the conciseness and ease-of-use of GUIs for creating visualizations.
In terms of just what I'd be interested in seeing come down the line, having something that I can bolt onto say the Jupyter notebook is much more interesting to me than having like, a Tableau-type thing where I can't do everything I need to do. -p28
Of course, programming languages are not a panacea, and require much more work to accomplish tasks that can be done with a few swipes in a GUI.
I prefer to do it in Tableau because Tableau can be so much faster at that. Drag something and then, boom, see it there.
-p15
Other participants discussed how GUIs are a better fit for exploration in particular: p17: We've got really two kind of approaches to dealing with questions, either we can start with our pre-defined question and then refine from there. And what that means is that we'll sometimes miss the best possible solution because we're narrowing in on our bias. Versus if we start off with an exploratory in mind, we will try a whole bunch of solutions, we'll get a whole bunch of fails. That whole theory about failing fast. I want to fail fast and fail often. . . Tableau is very open-ended, it is more of that direct manipulation of I want to put this over here and then I want to do this to it. . . Tableau is the most direct manipulation tool I've used, but it doesn't go far enough for me. With Tableau, I've still got this pill that I'm putting on a shelf. . .
One participant (p27) desired a tool to help him translate his code from one language to another, which would also help him learn new languages; an example of a tool that does this is mpld3, which translates Python matplotlib plotting code to JavaScript D3 plotting code.
Automatic Wrangling, Profiling, and Cleaning
Some participants (5/30) expressed interest in tools that would perform operations typically considered part of data wrangling, such as detecting dataset structure to optionally convert it into a normalized or flexible input format, and inferring the relationship between two different datasets (including semantically, even when there is not an exact syntactic match) to automatically integrate the datasets. One drawback that some participants (3/30) pointed out is that the process of manual data wrangling is valuable for understanding the dataset; this concern applies equally to automatic data cleaning tools.
Some participants (7/30) suggested tools for automatically profiling data that would automatically calculate certain statistics and create plots for every field or relevant field combination in the dataset. Some participants (7/30) pointed out tools that already exist for this, though not all of those who were aware of such tools used them, citing reasons like lack of integration with their current toolset, or their preference to write code to do it themselves. Several participants (3/30) had written their own scripts and packages for automatically profiling datasets. One participant described using automatic profiling functionality in Splunk that generates graphs and other summaries of input datasets.
Conversely, many participants (9/30) also expressed skepticism towards the utility of such tools, citing a distrust of "code generation" (p28) tools and a preference to write their own code so they have complete control; this concern pertains to all of the automated tools discussed in this section. Several participants (7/30) expressed the opinion, also general to many of the tools suggested here, that "the parts that are easy are easy, and the parts that are hard are the parts that would be difficult to automate" (p28); in other words, that in practice these tools would not be able to address the true pain points of this work.
Some participants (6/30) expressed interest in tools that could automatically clean and validate the data. One participant worked in a field that had already developed a pipeline for automatically cleaning their fMRI datasets, which are expensive to collect, and thus worth the investment. Four participants in total expressed skepticism, including for reasons described above. Two thought automating cleaning and profiling would be detrimental to their understanding and work.
I think the problem is that, if you want to be able to understand the data best, you kind of have to know how messy it is at the rawest form. . . being able to do the dirty work yourself is still pretty valuable for data scientists, even if it is more time consuming. -p07 Some (4/30) thought the idea of raising flags on suspicious attributes of the data, rather than automatically removing erroneous information, was a more realistic approach.
Automatically Generated Visualizations and Insights
One analyst thought automatically recommending visualizations would not be useful unless it was done at the very beginning of the analysis, because he decides what visualization to make at the beginning, and this guides all his later analysis choices. A related idea is automatically recommending which subsets of data are relevant to a given analysis, though several analysts expressed skepticism as to the feasibility of this in many contexts. A handful of analysts (3/30) expressed interest in tools that would help find interesting relationships in the data, either through guided exploration or recommendations of some sort. One participant points out a drawback of this:
As I was mentioning that, I was thinking, boy, what a twoedged sword such a tool could be. . . The fact that if you get there too quickly, you actually don't understand at all. That notion of, hey, algorithm, find me cool stuff, could be hugely abused in this regard, which is, yes, you find cool stuff, but you don't really know what it means. -p08
One participant thought that any sort of artificial intelligence in analysis systems would necessarily be much less powerful (yet more expensive) than humans for the foreseeable future, and thus limited in usefulness, due to lacking in context and intuition.
Relatedly, a number of participants (12/30) agreed that in order for recommenders to be useful, they must correctly navigate the trade-off, discussed above, between lack-of-control (from trying to automate too much) and tedium (from automating too little and leaving lots of repetitive work to the user). Otherwise, they argued recommenders or code generation tools force the user to work in a roundabout fashion to manipulate the tool to accomplish their goal.
Analysis Provenance
Several (4/30) participants expressed a need for better capturing and versioning of the analysis process, including linkage between pieces of code and the artifacts they generate, so that the provenance of particular analysis results can be recovered. At least one participant described trying to encode and document their entire pipeline so that it could be reproduced from start to finish with ease. The top request of another was the ability to highlight regions of their visualizations and recover the provenance of all data points in that region, including the attributes of the input and intermediate data in the pipeline.
DISCUSSION 8.1 Clarifying the Role of Exploratory Analysis
In our study, we sought to clarify the role of exploration in the analysis process. We found that part of the reason the definition of exploration is so difficult to pin down is that not only is it an open-ended process, but also exploratory activities pervade the entire analysis process, at least for some analysts. We propose the addition of a new phase to Kandel et al's workflow model, EXPLORE, to encapsulate activities that don't fit well in the other phases. Analysis in EXPLORE is distinguished from that in MODEL by its more open-ended rather than goal-driven nature. The definition of the EXPLORE phase helps to describe what constitutes EDA in practice.
Some authors write about EDA as getting an overview of the data [2] , and others write about doing detective work to find interesting phenomena in the data [6] . Our study shows that practitioners in the field really do "ask questions of their data" in an exploratory fashion. Within the EXPLORE phase, we categorize four main types of activity that have not been heavily documented to date: find something interesting, check understanding of existing phenomenon in an open-ended fashion, generate new questions or hypotheses, and demonstrate new tools or methods to prove they are useful for analysis.
Participants described their exploration-related challenges; these include: justifying the overhead of ad hoc orienteering work whose results are hard to quantify, what to do when a (potentially lengthy) exploratory investigation yields no interesting results, coming up with a plan of action without a clearly formulated problem to address, and choosing an exploration strategy that avoids pitfalls like spurious correlations.
Discussing Tools for Data Exploration
We investigated the pros, cons, and desiderata of the tools participants use for exploration.
The use of programming or scripting languages was widespread (28/30) even among those who primarily use direct manipulation tools, speaking to the pervasiveness of programming as a modus operandi for some exploratory tasks. Databases and spreadsheets were also widely used, but there were more complaints about lack of documentation of data stored using these tools than about their usability per se.
Notebooks were popular among those who used them and several participants proposed that they allow for integrated interactive visualizations. In the time since the interviews were conducted, the popularity of Jupyter notebooks and similar tools have continued to increase for data analysis, and the notebooks themselves have begun to include better support for visualization and widgets to support interactivity. Competing tools that integrate visualization into notebook-style data analysis have also emerged, including interactive widgets for Jupyter notebooks, Zeppelin, which allows for language independent visualization including SQL queries, Observable, which provides a notebook-style interaction for the popular d3 JavaScript visualization language, and a web-based version of the Wolfram language. 2 Visual analytics tools were nearly as widespread in use as programming and scripting languages, but not as the predominant tool set; participants appreciated the speed and ease with which they could create visualizations in these tools but disliked that they were black boxes. Though visualization was widely used for exploration, it was surprisingly not universally used, with two participants explicitly saying they did not use it. Interactive visualizations were less widely used, with nine participants explicitly mentioning using them and seven explicitly not. Participants who use visual analytics tools like Tableau as their primary tool for exploration tended to use more advanced and interactive visualizations. The most commonly given reason for not using interactive visualizations (when one was provided) was that the participant's favored tool set did not support them.
Participants noted the trade-offs between programming and direct manipulation and desired a compromise solution that combines the two interfaces within one tool environment, so that they do not have to make these trade-offs. In general, participants wanted integrated tool sets so they didnt have to switch environments for different tasks. They also value tools having institutional support.
Despite being of great research interest, at the time of our interviews, Trifacta and various cluster computing tools were not widely used among our participants. We were particularly interested in "homegrown automation"-scripts, macros, templates, and other shortcuts participants created for themselves to save time and effort. Many participants used these, which points to a potential opportunity for tools to increase automation or ways to create reusable modules to encapsulate common workflows. However, there are barriers to doing this, such as the difficulty of generalizing code to make it reusable, which needs further research to overcome.
Lastly, due to widespread research interest in this topic, we tried to gauge interest in tools for automating exploration and encountered less interest and more skepticism than anticipated. This differs from the results of Kang and Stasko [10] who found that intelligence analysts have great interest in automated analysis tools. Many participants discussed the challenge of lacking analysis provenance but comparatively few suggested tools for improved provenance capture.
Recommendations for Tool Development
Several key recommendations for future tool development emerge from this study: 2 jupyter.org/widgets, zeppelin.apache.org/, beta.observablehq.com/, www.wolfram.com/language/elementary-introduction/2nd-ed/ 1. Combine direct manipulation with command line tools. The emerging trend toward embedding interactive visualizations within notebook-style programming tools suggests that the field is moving in this direction.
2. Make it easier to create reusable modules to encapsulate common workflows in analysis tools. The prevalence of "homegrown automation", such as small scripts, templates, and macros for personal reuse, indicates that this would be useful.
3. Work on integrating with other popular tools, and on ways to make it easier to switch to and from one tool to another, such as by supporting easy import and export functionality.
4. Continue to research and develop tools for recording history and provenance of both analysis and data. Although this has long been an area of research, and innovative solutions such as HAR-VEST [4] , Ground [5] , and LabBook [9] are being developed, many participants cited this as an ongoing problem, so solutions have yet to percolate into general practice for reasons that should be investigated.
5. Consider business concerns and the relation of tools to the entire product ecosystem just as carefully as the design of the core functionality and interface of the product. In many cases, participants were interested in functionality offered by research and products, but practical impediments (lack of integration, worries about lack of control, or need to write code for the missing functionality) prevented adoption.
6. When creating tools to automate exploratory tasks, be careful to avoid making the user feel a lack of control or visibility into what the tool is doing, as this was a concern some participants cited as a reason they were not interested in such tools.
Limitations
One limitation of our work, common to many interview studies, is that our sample of participants is not drawn randomly from the overall analyst population. Furthermore, because we recruited participants by reaching out across our professional networks, this introduces a bias in the overall subset of analysts we reached. For example, the vast majority of our analysts were based in the San Francisco Bay Area, all are English-speaking, and analysts in the tech industry are likely overrepresented. Our participant sample also shows a gender imbalance that may or may not be reflective of the underlying analyst population; the same may be said for the types of tools analysts use, as our sample skews slightly towards programmers.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we interviewed thirty professional data analysts with the goals of clarifying the role of exploration in analysis, identifying common challenges, and understanding how analysts use software tools for exploration, with a focus on what tools and features are needed. We found evidence of four main types of exploratory activity that is underrepresented in the literature, as well as evidence of exploratory activity in all other phases of the analysis process. We then described the challenges analysts face and benefits and shortcomings of tools analysts use for exploration, along with the ideas that analysts had about tools and features they would like to have. Given the community's demonstrated interest in creating tools, particularly "intelligent" ones, for data exploration, we hope this information will be provide useful evidence regarding the data exploration experiences of practitioners and will help inspire new research directions.
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